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Executive Overview
The mobility revolution has always been about enabling mobile device users to be more productive while 

in the field, but too often its impact has been restricted by the adoption of tools that are not designed to 

be mobile first or tailored to ensure the productivity of sales and service professionals looking for ways to 

sell more and provide better levels of customer service. The need to deliver the most recent and relevant 

content to users so that they can be effective when operating in the field on their mobile devices has now 

become a corporate imperative as the rate of hand held mobile devices are out selling PC’s by a 5 to 1 

margin, according to an article in ZDNet.

Content is being created at a staggering rate and resides 

in a wide variety of repositories both within the enterprise 

and across cloud based applications, file sync & shares, 

portals, enterprise content management systems,  

websites, RSS feeds, network drives and personal  

computers. Enabling users easy and secure access to 

this content on an increasingly diverse range of devices, 

both desktop and mobile, is only the first milestone in the 

business mobility journey. To ensure the productivity of 

the mobile workforce and the success of a business  

mobility initiative, the focus needs to be on end-user  

enablement. Mobile content enablement is about  

providing the right content embedded into the way that 

users work on mobile devices coupled with a compelling 

user interface and all the productivity tools a user needs 

to engage with content (create, customize, collaborate 

and share).

What is bigtincan hub™?
bigtincan hub is an integrated, intuitive, mobile sales and service enablement platform that automatically 

delivers the content that a workforce needs to do their job, organized in the context needed for their role 

or task, delivered in the right time frame directly to their mobile device, with all the automation and  

productivity tools a user needs in order to engage with content. 

Who is it for?
bigtincan hub takes what sales and service professionals can accomplish when engaging customers with 

content to a whole new level. bigtincan hub enables these professionals to improve their performance  

by having access to the right content, knowledge and expertise they need for a specific customer or  

task delivered right to their mobile device, in their moment of need. bigtincan hub is designed to help  

organizations of all sizes take advantage of the opportunity to increase employee productivity by  

leveraging mobile devices, and to do it in a way that everybody finds easy to use.

Mobile content enablement  

is about providing the right  

content embedded into the  

way that users work on  

mobile devices coupled with a 

compelling user interface and 

all the productivity tools a user 

needs to engage with content 

(create, customize, collaborate 

and share).
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Why Do Users Need bigtincan hub?
Asking a mobile workforce to search across different repositories and surf through a numerous folders  

and sub folders in order to find the content they need is not effective, especially when they are on their 

mobile devices. Traditional methods used to help the sales and service team to be able to engage with 

their customer have not kept pace with the mobile revolution and are hindering productivity gains seen 

elsewhere when enterprises embrace mobile technologies. Sales and service professionals don’t have the 

time to search and surf through lists of files and folders, or checking their online status before they meet a 

customer—empowering the mobile device user is critical to drive sales and service success and without.

bigtincan hub changes how content authors and publishers deliver content to the sales and service  

organization. Marketing and field operation teams can now automatically deliver the right content directly  

to a workers mobile device, no matter where the content may reside (CMS,ECM, CRM/SFA system, file sync 

& share, application, network drive or portal). bigtincan hub automatically delivers and renders a wide variety 

of content types to mobile device users including HTML5 apps, Microsoft Office (Excel, Word, PowerPoint), 

Viso & Project documents, iWork content, interactive forms, videos, RSS feeds, website content, PDF  

documents, social feeds, advanced content types such as Scroll Motion or Twixl files and more. bigtincan 

hub users have the ability to interact with (edit, annotate and share) as well as create content directly within 

the platform regardless of whether they are on-line or off-line. 

Why File Sync & Share and Traditional Portals, Extranets  
or Microsoft SharePoint Just Don’t Cut It
Solutions like Intranets, portals, simple document sharing systems in the cloud are not able to effectively 

deliver the right information in a useable fashion for the user so that they are able to use their mobile device 

directly with their customer in a way that improves the engagement process. File system based repositories 

such as Intranets, extranets, Microsoft® SharePoint and other portals just don’t cut it for the mobile worker 

on a smartphone or tablet. They are not able to deliver content in context or the productivity and content 

sharing gains needed in return for the large investment they required for their deployment.

The reasons are twofold:

1. Current Intranets/extranets don’t work on current and future generation mobile devices like the iPad 

(it’s the same on Android tablets, the Surface Pro and even Windows Phone). When you are mobile you 

are faced with the functionality realities of the OS platform (try using mobile Safari on a SharePoint site), 

as well as with network availability issues (not always there when you need it).

2. Today’s Intranets are not designed with the goal of simply delivering company information to  

workers—mobile or not. Users who are responding to the new interface models in their daily life,  

delivered through devices like the iPad, are looking for corporate systems that work in the same way: 

Systems that deliver the right information at the right time in a way that people want to engage and 

interact with.
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3. File sync & share or portals are designed with the idea of “search and surf” in mind—and don’t 

understand that the user doesn’t have the time or sometimes the ability to just look for what they 

need, when they need it—the user has changed and they way they access information is now 

driven by tools like Facebook and Flipboard where the information comes to the user based on 

their needs and role.

4. Existing systems are not designed to allow the sales or service professional to use their device  

directly with a customer to present, collaborate and communicate in new ways. Users need a  

new approach that unifies all types of information and content in a single system.

Organize Content
Enabling the sales and service team to be successful in front of the customer is a lot more than  

just sending a few files and content pieces to the field team. Making the user successful is about 

integrating and unifying content into the work processes that users execute from their mobile device. 

Embedding content into work process on a mobile device is bigtincan hub approach to unified work 

—getting the right content needed for a task, customer or process automatically delivered to right 

mobile user at the right time and location, organized in the way that sales and service people  

actually work. bigtincan hub enables sales and service professionals to be more effective, making 

every customer interaction count.

For the sales organization, bigtincan hub 

Content Intelligence engine can  

automatically suggest to a CRM/SFA 

user the best content to use for a lead/

opportunity based on what sales stage 

it’s in or what other sellers are using. Be-

cause bigtincan hub runs natively within 

the Salesforce user interface, inside 

sales teams and field sales  

teams can access, present and  

share content from the hub right  

from within Salesforce without having 

to go to any another application or files 

system. Embedding training content and 

expert knowledge directly into the sales 

process, in exactly the timeframe they need it, helps sellers be better prepared for meetings with 

different types of customers and more consultative in their engagement. 
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Mobile content enablement for field service professionals is all about 

performance support, providing them with all the content, expert 

knowledge, collaboration for problem resolution and just-in-time  

training to eliminate process inefficiencies and improve first-time- 

rate-of repair. Enabling service professional automatic access to  

the content they need solve customer issues while at the point  

of service delivery translates in higher customer satisfaction and  

service revenues.

User-Based Content Control—bigtincan hub has the industry’s  

easiest to use role/group based content rights management  

system. Each user and group can be given rights to view and/or 

 publish content by the Administrator. With integrated reporting you 

can get a complete audit trail of who made what changes and  

forwarded content to which users at any time. The bigtincan hub  

policy-based user controls extend the security paradigm past the 

firewall and directly to the content. By leveraging advanced features, 

such as geo-fencing and content expiry, the enterprise has an  

effective means to combat the erosion of traditional network  

topology-based security controls (i.e., the corporate firewall stops 

everything) that simply do not translate to the mobile enterprise.

bigtincan hub allow for the grouping of content into content bundles. Content bundles are a way to 

structure the use of content in the context of work, for the way people work with content while on their 

mobile devices. Organize content bundles in the way the sales organizations goes to market, matrix  

content by attributes such as industry, customer size, customer persona, selling region, business unit, 

and more. Organize content bundles for service professionals in ways that enable them easy access to 

content that’s relevant to their task that day, such as scanning a product barcode on piece of equipment 

and have all the latest repair manuals and service bulletins associated with that specific model  

automatically available in the exact moment of need. Content bundles can also be made available  

based on attributes such as time (limited time sales promotions), location (content that can only be  

use in specific regions) or based on events (conferences, meetings, training sessions). 

Content bundles are composed using an intuitive user interface that allows users (and administrators) to 

edit and delete individual content pieces, and combine or structure Stories in the way they need them 

with the ease of drag and drop. These structures can be made up of a mix of files, text, images, and 

more all combined into a single logical structure that is then pushed out to the user for them to have 

right at their mobile moment of need.
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Configure
bigtincan hub provides a user-friendly interface 

 that has been optimized to work on both mobile 

and desktop devices, enabling work continuity 

across multiple screens. bigtincan hub’s user  

interface can be easily configured to meet an  

organization’s unique branding requirements  

with fully customizable layout, color, iconography, 

fonts and more.

Deliver and Manage
One of the biggest challenges for everyday users  

of information is the explosion of content that is 

available. Content comes from the Internet, internal 

document management systems, and even across 

multiple network file servers and local files on  

personal computers. Gaining access to content  

on a range of devices, both fixed and mobile, is  

addressed by a number of technologies including 

file sharing, file transfer or remote access. But just 

getting access to information (content) is only a 

small part of the real problem that mobile device 

users face. To increase productivity users need  

access not just to the entire set of content but  

to a way of having the content organized for  

their specific use.

bigtincan hub is much more than a file sharing system. It’s changes the content publishing paradigm from 

pulling users with e-mail notification links to a content repository to an automated “push” deliver model, 

where the content users need to do their job is automatically pushed to their mobile device and setup for 

them to use with their customer online or offline. It’s the best way to allow users to get the files and  

content they need organized in the right way, ready to go. 

bigtincan hub is a dynamic content delivery and structuring system based on channels of content that 

define information into understandable, relevant and functional structures. A channel structure lets users 

send grouped files and other information in a content bundle that is then sent to their device as a single 

package of content. And information is only delivered to users that is relevant for them to use in their 

mobile moment of need. bigtincan hub channels also helps content publishers with solving the content 

version control and replication problem by providing multiple paths to same content without  

replicating the file.

Content types supported include:

• Adobe PDF (including  

encrypted PDF) and  

InDesign

• Microsoft Office (doc/docx.  

ppt/pptx. xls/xlsx) 

• Microsoft VISIO & Project

• Apple iWork documents

• Images, audio & video (mp4. MOV. 

WMV, Flash video, MP3, podcasts)

• eBooks, social & RSS feeds

• HTML5 micro-apps

• Interactive content types (Oomph, 

Twixl, ScrollMotion and more)
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bigtincan hub pushes feeds to users based on user groups, structure inside the organization and the  

relevancy of the feeds to the users. These feeds include content from the outside world, such as RSS 

feeds, social feeds, twitter hash tag search and other specially prepared content.

The user doesn’t need to program the app, add URLs, login to social sites, etc. 

bigtincan hub provides intelligent content management capabilities that address the problems with 

content lifecycle management and version control. When a piece of content changes, bigtincan hub 5.0 

automatically syncs it to a user’s mobile device, without any action being required from the user. With 

bigtincan hub, users can set content publishing and expiry times. It also monitors content utilization, 

suggesting when content should either be optimized or archived based on a lack of use. bigtincan hub 

also helps marketing teams govern the use of content, determining not only who gets what content but 

determining what they can and can’t do with it as well as the ability to remotely wipe corporate content 

from any mobile device.

bigtincan hub improves content relevancy, ensuring that the right content gets delivered to the right user 

based on their role/group, association, location, or specific task. bigtincan hub also helps organizations to 

better manage how content is stored on a mobile device, setting size limits for how much space content 

can take up on a user’s device—which is great for BYOD deployments with intelligent caching for  

managing content storage. 

Content Intelligence
bigtincan hub provides users with automated content recommendations based on a their role,  

association, what experts and peers are using, specific sales stage an opportunity is in, specific tasks or 

events or specific industries or customer news. bigtincan hub provides powerful content organization 

features for personalizing, recommending & favoring content. Users can subscribe to specific content  

areas or content pieces that are made available to them or subscribe to publishers of content. This  

ensures that mobile users are always aware of changes to existing content or when new content is  

published or when their peers generate content. 

With bigtincan hub’s content Intelligence capabilities, you can be assured that people are levering  

the highest value content at the right time and in the correct context, unlocking the value of the  

social enterprise. 

Intelligent Content Search
The content challenge today involves much more than creating, storing and publishing. With so  

much content, so many mobile users, so many devices, the challenge today is to enable users to  

discover content, to get the content to the user in timely and appropriate ways. bigtincan hub’s visual 

search technology that allows users to search through their content, inside content files, rich media  

descriptions, tags and meta-data as well as through internet feeds and people information—presenting 

the results in a way that is easy to filter.
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Engage
bigtincan hub takes what the mobile 

workforce can present when engaging 

with customers to a whole new level. 

bigtincan hub renders virtually any type 

of content including animated PPT, 

Word, Excel, Viso, interactive forms, 

videos, pictures/images, web pages, 

RSS feeds, HTML5 apps and rich media 

such as Oomph, Scroll Motion, Twixl, 

Inkling and more with complete fidelity 

on any device. 

With content broadcasting, sales people 

can invite remote meeting attendees 

to view what they are presenting in the 

conference room from their mobile  

device with an on-the-fly invitation (a unique URL embedded in an e-mail, with contact look up from 

the CRM or email address book) launched within the presentation mode of bigtincan hub (doesn’t 

requiring any sort of webinar registration process) that can be accessed via any browser. The white 

boarding feature in bigtincan hub enables sales teams to collaborate and annotate content with  

remote colleagues and customers in real-time, right from their mobile device. bigtincan hub also  

enables mobile users to open and present multiple pieces of content using bigtincan hub’s  

multi-tabbed content viewer. They can favorite pieces of content that they routinely present  

and have them show up in their personal dock at the bottom of the screen. 

Everyone knows that sales reps like to move around the room when they present. If their mobile  

device has to remain on the conference room table because it’s connected to a projector, bigtincan 

hub users can now drive presentations right from their Apple Watch—taking term “untethered” to a 

whole new level.

Content can also be easily shared with customers through a variety of mechanisms including e-mail, 

hub sharing, which embeds a link to the content and a provides the sender with a notification when the 

person downloads and opens the file, as well as automated social sharing across LinkedIn, Facebook 

and Twitter.
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Create, Collaborate and Communicate
Using bigtincan hub, users can create and customize content on their mobile devices, invite others to  

collaborate on it (including shared annotations exportable to real PDFs, comments, etc), rate it (stars  

or likes), edit content and then move content to a structured, approved content section, based on a  

company’s policies, when ready. Sales people can use bigtincan hub’s to create custom presentations— 

tailored for a particular customer, use-case scenario or industry—by dragging and dropping individual slides 

from various approved presentations decks. The controlled authoring capability in bigtincan hub ensures 

that sales professionals can only add, edit, delete or modify content within approved areas or sections  

of content.

Subscribe to content areas of interest In the same way that consumer solutions like Facebook and  

Flipboard have been providing a way for people to choose their own areas of interest and then have the 

content that they care about organized, curated and delivered right to their mobile device for them to use  

in exciting new ways. bigtincan hub takes this concept and embraces, and extends it with the ability for 

companies to create specific areas of interest and allow users to subscribe to and share that content right 

from their mobile device. Now users simply subscribe to the content that they need and then they work 

with content, share with peers and customers, and get the insights needed to improve their performance—

all in one integrated tool.

Personal Workspace 
Just because a user is being provisioned with a corporate-owned mobile device, doesn’t mean that they 

don’t need access to their personal content that may reside on consumer cloud file sharing services.  

According to industry expert Mark Hachman, over 95% of Fortune 500 users have Dropbox accounts, 

breaking many corporate security and content governance control policies. The challenge for corporate IT 

has been how to regain control over content and intellectual property, while enabling the line of business to 

get work done quickly, effectively and in a way that drives engagement on a mobile device. With bigtincan 

hub, the mobile device becomes the new personal workspace (MyFiles), allowing users to have even more 

powerful access to, and management of, their personal content. Personal workspace allows users to create  

folders, rename/delete/duplicate files, move content between cloud storage and multiple folders, and 

more from inside their own personal workspace. bigtincan hub supports connections to over 30 different 

content repositories that can be enabled by the organization for the user to access content from, including 

File sync and share tools, Office 365, SharePoint, and many more.

Communication
bigtincan hub’s integrated communications capabilities enables a sales person to voice conference, text or 

even video chat with an expert from HQ right from a prospect’s office without having to leave the bigtincan 

hub app. Sales reps can now bring remote experts into meetings/presentations via bigtincan hub 5.0’s  

video chat functionality or collaborate with peers or experts via text chat. 
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Automate
Many sales and service processes are manual and document intensive, making them ideal candidates  

for automation using a mobile content enablement platform that provides content, interactive forms  

and workflow and reporting capabilities. bigtincan hub 5.0 enables organization to eliminate manual  

processes, streamline back office transactions, and accelerate workflows in the field. In only minutes  

you can easily create and deliver forms that capture data and provide interactive functionality like product 

and pricing configurators or quizzes and more. Mobile-device users can work with bigtincan hub Forms 

when they are online or offline. Users can complete and submit media-rich and error-free forms in  

real-time from any device, securely. Data that’s inputted into interactive forms can be easily extracted  

and exchanged with back office systems to complete transactions.

bigtincan hub includes the ability to create, deliver, complete and report on forms with a structured  

workflow that can be used to help sales people to take orders, service people to update a service call, 

and even deliver knowledge and training information that can be used to automate the on-boarding  

process. bigtincan also provides a shared platform that you can build both micro-apps and interactive 

forms that fits your process and automates processes, such as logging content engagement activities 

within CRM, right from a user’s mobile device.

Providing these capabilities on mobile devices gives mobile workers access to the information they  

need to make decisions at the point of service delivery or during a sales engagement to move the  

business forward.

Measure and Report
The power to easily deliver content to mobile devices is  

important, but for many organizations the real power of  

bigtincan hub is the ability to audit and report on user  

interactions with content. bigtincan hub 5.0 provides  

detailed insight and reporting into the utilization of  

content when presenting as well as sharing. 

Using the reporting console in bigtincan hub, the  

administrator can drill into fine grained detail on  

which user has viewed which specific content asset, how 

long they spent in the content asset, what content asset 

they presented or shared with a customer. Report data can 

be integrated into a number of CRM systems or marketing 

automation tools or can be exportable as CSV files to be 

integrated into other reporting systems. Having this insight 

helps content producers understand the content that works best and content that needs to be optimized 

for effectiveness or is a candidate to be archived. When correlating that information with data from a 

CRM/SFA system, sales and marketing organizations can gain the knowledge for specific content that 
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is being used at each sales stage and the impact that content asset has had on the sales opportunity 

pipeline and revenue. When marketing departments publish content assets in bigtincan hub, they can 

now identify content cost and production source as part of the publishing process. When combining the 

content asset cost and pipeline impact numbers, marketing department can make better decisions on 

future budget allocations. Reporting on the cost and pipeline impact data out of bigtincan hub 5.0 and 

the CRM system provides the Chief Marketing Officer with a reporting dashboard that demonstrates the 

value of investments made in marketing content and sales tools to the rest of the executive leadership 

team. Because bigtincan hub captures mobile content utilization and engagement, this data can be 

 leveraged as field-based activities that change lead scoring in marketing automation systems.

Integrate
Aggregating and automating the delivery of organized content is critical  

for sales and service professionals to be effective. Since bigtincan hub 

 is the “last mile to the mobile workforce”, a large focus was put on 

 integration for accessing content repositories, ensuring that content can 

be aggregated, organized and automatically delivered to a user’s mobile 

device no matter where the content resides. bigtincan hub provides  

out-of-the-box integration to a wide range of content repositories including 

CMS systems like Adobe CQ, CRM/SFA systems like Salesforce, SAP and 

Oracle, marketing automation systems such as Marketo, numerous cloud 

file sync & share systems such as Box and Dropbox, ECM systems such 

as Alfresco and Documentum, Microsoft Windows file shares and portals 

such as Microsoft SharePoint. bigtincan hub also provides native clients 

for Windows and Mac desktops as well as on-device API’s and our Cloud 

Integration Service for integrating with other cloud or enterprise systems.

bigtincan hub also provides a cloud integration service that enables integrations to extract content  

out of systems as well as ways to capture information/data that can be used by back-office systems to  

streamline transactions.

Supporting over 100 different API calls, bigtincan’s powerful Content Services integration toolkit allows 

the creation of complete, customized solutions (micro-app) on top of bigtincan hub. Now you can create 

a solution that mobilizes the entire work process inside bigtincan hub driving the users to do more and 

perform their tasks better.

Secure
1. Secure protocol use – The system is based on secure communications, encrypting the link that 

end-user devices use to get access to the system.

2. Content encryption and obfuscation – Files are encrypted and not stored using their original  

file names. 
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3. Dynamic content watermarking – Automatically marked document with the name of the  

user of the document embedded in the background makes data leakage can be traceable  

back to the source.

4. Internal content store – The content store server can be hosted in the secure bigtincan cloud  

or internally, behind the corporate firewall and other secure private network access restrictions. 

With the creation of an internal content store, the enterprise can control access to data for its  

employees and approved external parties. All content stored on the server is encrypted and  

access is controlled through user authentication.

5. Ability to remote wipe – The bigtincan hub server can initiate a remote wipe of content from  

devices automatically over the air. This allows the organization to immediately remove content,  

including both read and unread, from the device in real time. This system works even if the user 

has the bigtincan hub application open and is engaged in the content to be deleted. This process 

also allows for live-editing content, with new content replacing existing content on device

5. Selected content cache of file attachments – bigtincan hubs offer the option of providing  

device-side content cache for file attachments. Organizations that choose to disable content cache 

forces a reload of file content each time the user accesses it. ensure that no secure content is on  

a lost or stolen device.

6. Two-factor authentication – bigtincan uses a unique device identifier to identify the specific  

device that a user is using to access the content store. It is possible to whitelist devices that are  

usable on the system and tie them to a user account and to select which content is delivered to 

each device. This gives the ability for the end system to deliver specific content to a unique device. 

And this can be extended to using a biometric access control system on the mobile device.

7. Jailbreak detection – bigtincan hub incorporates technology to work with Apple iOS-delivered 

encryption to detect “jailbroken” iOS devices, and “rooted” devices on Android. This secure  

structure controls highly sensitive content and ensures that the organization does not expose  

secure content to devices that have been compromised.

8. Network access control – The system allows network access to be controlled to a specific  

set of IP addresses, ensuring that only approved users are able to access the server and  

engage with content.

9. Content expiry – Content pieces can be automatically removed from the device based on an  

expiry time set. Want to automatically remove restricted documents after the board meeting?  

Just set the expiry date, and they will be removed automatically from all the devices with no  

manual intervention. 
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10. Location based content controls – Content can be tied to a location determined either by a  

GPS coordinate (Lat/Long) and radius, or by optimal micro-location systems like iBeacons, allowing 

users to only get access to the content when they are in a particular area.

11. Device whitelisting and security – bigtincan hub can allow the administrator to white list a set of  

devices and map those devices to a particular user thus enabling them to control which users can 

access the content from which devices. It’s the ultimate way to ensure that only the right people get 

access to the right content. Content inside bigtincan hub can be encrypted on the device, the system 

administrator can enforce a user PIN, or biometric authentication with TouchID support, for access to 

the application and users can have access locked to a specific device and more

Device-Side Security Benefits
Using bigtincan hub with secure mobile devices enables increased security:

1. For Apple iOS, bigtincan hub creates secure file access for each application on the device. Based on 

Apple documentation, without explicit user instruction is it not possible to obtain access to content in 

one application from another application. Secure content sent to bigtincan hub cannot be viewed by 

other apps without user instruction, although this ability can be removed.

2. Android devices that provide hardware encryption (for example, most Samsung devices) can be  

remotely controlled to ensure encryption is enabled before content is loaded to the device.

3. bigtincan hub includes the ability to specify an “encrypted channel” for iOS devices, where the  

application uses the hardware-accelerated encryption chip to encrypt content inside the bigtincan  

hub secure container. There is no need for additional external “wrapping” or other device hardware 

control systems.

4. Mobile Platform Enterprise Distribution Tools are a range of tools that include the ability to perform 

remote wipe of a device, restrict the device’s access to certain apps, and other advanced enterprise 

management tools. These tools are part of a standard enterprise deployment of mobile devices and 

add to security of sensitive documents.

5. bigtincan hub supports content level controls based on user roles to control how users can  

access, edit, and share content inside bigtincan hub. These controls are set on the server and can  

be remotely reset—allowing the administrator to control how users access content on a globally  

distributed set of mobile devices.

6. Bigtincan hub supports biometric access protection to the hub app using systems like Apple’s  

TouchID, providing a quick and secure way of protecting valuable content.
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Server-Side Security
bigtincan hub has integrated security on the server-side for both cloud-hosted and private  

server implementations. Content on the server is encrypted, and access is restricted and controlled  

using managed user/password access. This includes automatic restriction of IP addresses based  

on failed logins.

Installing a private server behind a corporate firewall offers enterprise customers complete control of  

their content. The addition of a private APN (delivered by a carrier) allows the transmission of content  

that never touches the public Internet.

Protected Content
For users that require additional security measures on particular groups of files, the bigtincan hub  

system allows for individual content bundles to be set to “private”. When private content and files are 

added, the recipient device sees only a lock icon. To enable the content to be delivered to the device and 

read, the user must enter a separate password that is then known only by the user of the app. bigtincan 

hub removes the contents of a private content bundle after the user moves away from the content. When 

the user moves back and unlocks a private content again, the content is re-downloaded, ensuring that the 

content is delivered securely, and then wiped after use.
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Deploy
With deployment options including cloud, on-premise and as a managed service, bigtincan hub can  

meet the specific deployment needs for any enterprise. The server component of bigtincan hub can be 

hosted in the cloud or on a virtual machine in your own corporate environment, depending on cost and 

security preferences.

bigtincan®—Enabling the Enterprise Mobility Revolution by Ushering in a New Era of  
Productivity for the Mobile Workforce

bigtincan hub
TM is more than just “an app”—its an integrated platform that allows organizations to create 

complete mobility solutions around business content and information. bigtincan transforms the way that 

sales and service organizations access, interact with, present and collaborate on content, as well as how  

they engage with customers when using their mobile devices. bigtincan allows organizations of all sizes, 

anywhere around the globe, and across all industries to ensure the productivity of their mobile workforce 

when using their mobile devices and make every customer interaction count. 
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